
●Full cone spray pattern with high density 
of spray distribution at its center.

●High impact nozzles providing high etch 
factor.

●Quick-detachable design helps to 
significantly reduce maintenance time. 
Whirler inside a nozzle is removable.

●Spray distribution is stable even when the 
spray pressure is changed.

●Nozzle tips are color-coded by spray 
capacity for easy identification.

 STRUCTURE 

• Two-piece structure including a nozzle tip, with whirler and 
packing, and an adaptor.

• Easy installation and removal of a nozzle tip with a twist of 
about 60°. 

 MATERIAL   Nozzle tip and whirler: PP, Packing: FEPM 
                    Adaptor: PP or PPS
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Quick-detachable Full Cone Spray Nozzles INJJX-Y
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Use within the operating range.①Nozzle tip ②Whirler ③Packing ④Adaptor

[Spray pattern]

[Spray distribution]
Etching of lead frames,
Etching of flexible PCBs used for 
tape-automated bonding (TAB),
High-precision etching

Max. operating pressures at various temperatures
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Note: Appearance and dimensions may differ slightly depending on material and spray 
capacity code.
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To inquire about or order a specific nozzle please refer to this coding system.

Spray
capacity

code

Spray
capacity

code

PP
PPS

Adaptor
material

1) Complete Assembly 2) Nozzle Tip Only (packing & whirler included)

Example: 1/4M INJJX 010Y PP (FEPM) + PP Example: INJJX 040Y PP (FEPM)

1/8M
1/4M
3/8M

010Y

050Y

010Y

050Y

1/4M  INJJX   010Y   PP (FEPM) +  PP  INJJX   040Y   PP (FEPM) 
Pipe

  conn. 
 size*

*"M" indicates male thread ("R" of the ISO standard), e.g. 1/8M = R1/8.
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